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Like a Woman  follows Taylor, a working class white girl too tough and too tender for her own good, who
helps friends, rescues strays, and carries her battered copy of Ghandi on Non-Violence everywhere she goes.
She reads curled up in the sewer drain by Venice Beach under the shot-out flashing Chevron light, yet still
fights at the drop of a dime, cuts johns who say the wrong thing, and steals anything she can get her hands
on. Her girlfriend, Jackson, a young African-American street worker who lives in the back of a junk yard
totaled limo, dreams of becoming a writer and receives daily guidance from her recently deceased mama.
Joining them are fellow homeless street kids; high-end sex workers with Ph.Ds; Eddie, a butch transvestite
from Pasadena who runs a 'Speak-Easy' for johns who just want to talk; a fierce and loyal Rottweiler named
J. Edgar; and Dutch, a barrel-chested, flat butt old cowboy who eventually helps Taylor get off the streets.
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From reader reviews:

Jennifer Carter:

Why don't make it to become your habit? Right now, try to ready your time to do the important action, like
looking for your favorite reserve and reading a guide. Beside you can solve your problem; you can add your
knowledge by the book entitled Like a Woman. Try to the actual book Like a Woman as your buddy. It
means that it can for being your friend when you feel alone and beside that of course make you smarter than
ever before. Yeah, it is very fortuned for yourself. The book makes you more confidence because you can
know almost everything by the book. So , let us make new experience as well as knowledge with this book.

Christine Erhart:

The reason why? Because this Like a Woman is an unordinary book that the inside of the publication waiting
for you to snap this but latter it will jolt you with the secret it inside. Reading this book alongside it was
fantastic author who all write the book in such amazing way makes the content inside easier to understand,
entertaining means but still convey the meaning completely. So , it is good for you because of not hesitating
having this ever again or you going to regret it. This book will give you a lot of benefits than the other book
have got such as help improving your skill and your critical thinking means. So , still want to hold off having
that book? If I ended up you I will go to the guide store hurriedly.

Paul Andrews:

Your reading sixth sense will not betray you, why because this Like a Woman book written by well-known
writer who knows well how to make book that may be understand by anyone who else read the book.
Written with good manner for you, leaking every ideas and publishing skill only for eliminate your own
hunger then you still doubt Like a Woman as good book but not only by the cover but also from the content.
This is one publication that can break don't evaluate book by its include, so do you still needing one more
sixth sense to pick this kind of!? Oh come on your looking at sixth sense already told you so why you have
to listening to a different sixth sense.

Juan Dishon:

The book untitled Like a Woman contain a lot of information on the idea. The writer explains the girl idea
with easy technique. The language is very clear to see all the people, so do not necessarily worry, you can
easy to read the idea. The book was published by famous author. The author brings you in the new period of
literary works. You can actually read this book because you can keep reading your smart phone, or program,
so you can read the book throughout anywhere and anytime. In a situation you wish to purchase the e-book,
you can open their official web-site and also order it. Have a nice examine.
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